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Abstract

There is growing concern about the movement of individuals from private sectors to bu-

reaucracies, yet it is unclear how bureaucratic revolving doors affect connected firms’ political

participation. We argue that when connected individuals enter government, connected firms

reduce their proactive forms of participation because their connected bureaucrats possess firm-

specific technical and legal knowledge to help them achieve their policy objectives. We test

our intuition by constructing a novel dataset on career trajectories of bureaucrats in the Office

of the US Trade Representative (USTR) and firms that are connected to USTR’s revolving-

door bureaucrats. Empirical results show that firms with connections to USTR bureaucrats

decrease their lobbying spending and participation on advisory committees under the USTR.

The decrease in political participation is stronger when connected bureaucrats are more influ-

ential in policy production. Our findings suggest that decreases in interest groups’ political

activities might not imply that their influence on policymaking is diminished.
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Bureaucrats have significant discretion in formulating policy outcomes and their policy choices

affect various stakeholders in society. To shift bureaucrats’ policy choices in their favor, interest

groups interact with bureaucrats via various actions. Interest groups directly lobby bureaucrats

(You 2017), participate in notice-and-comment rulemaking (Yackee and Yackee 2006; Gordon and

Rashin 2021; Libgober 2020a), serve on federal advisory committees (Balla and Wright 2001;

Moffitt 2014), and lobby legislators who wield oversight authority over bureaucrats (McCubbins

and Schwartz 1984; Epstein and O’Halloran 1995; Hall and Miler 2008).

Existing studies on bureaucrat-interest group interactions treat interest groups and bureaucrats

as separate actors. However, this distinction is questionable due to an increasing number of indi-

viduals who move from the private sector into bureaucracies. This phenomenon, referred to as the

bureaucratic revolving door, led to public concern that government officials who have connections

to an industry may respond more favorably to information provided by that industry (Mora 2019).

For instance, public watchdogs commented that Michael Froman, who was appointed by President

Obama to head the Office of the US Trade Representative and previously had worked at Citibank,

is “a man who, by background and mindset, responds to Wall Street rather than ordinary people”

(Fulton 2015).

To fully understand the effect of the bureaucratic revolving door on policy outcomes, it is crucial

to understand how the bureaucratic revolving door affects interest groups’ incentives to participate

in policymaking. If groups strategically adjust their political participation in expectation that their

connected bureaucrats will enact preferable policy outcomes, the degree of interest group influence

would not be fully captured by a measure of explicit and proactive forms of interest group activities,

such as lobbying spending and participation on advisory committees. Identifying the effects and

why they are present is crucial for understanding the implications of the bureaucratic revolving

door on interest groups’ influence. Nonetheless, to date there have been no studies that directly

address this issue.

In this paper, we provide an explanation and empirical tests to examine how the entry of bu-

reaucrats with connections to interest groups affects connected groups’ participation in bureau-
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cratic policymaking.1 We argue that interest groups reduce proactive forms of participation as

their connected bureaucrats have firm-specific expertise to help them achieve their policy objec-

tives. In bureaucratic policymaking, interest groups primarily focus on delivering firm-specific

technical and legal knowledge to bureaucrats who can produce particularistic policy outcomes for

firms (You 2017). Examples abound in rulemaking (Croley 1998; Cuéllar 2005; Yackee and Yac-

kee 2006) and in drafting trade agreements (Geewax 2015). The bureaucrat with connections to

the interest group better understands interest group-specific legal and technical knowledge because

they worked for the interest group in the past. Therefore, he or she can produce policy outcomes

for the connected firm more efficiently with less knowledge provided by the firm, and this leads

the firm to spend less time and effort participating in bureaucratic policymaking.

To test our intuition on the effect of bureaucratic revolving doors on interest groups’ political

participation, we focus on the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), a federal

agency responsible for developing US trade policies. The USTR is a good setting for our empirical

test for several reasons. First, the policymaking environment at the USTR fits well with the in-

formational condition we outline in this paper since trade policymaking requires detailed technical

and legal knowledge about goods and services. Second, frequent movement from the private sector

to bureaucracy is a necessary condition to test the effect of revolving doors on connected firms’

political participation. Many USTR officials worked in private sector firms before coming to the

USTR and robust revolving doors into the agency frequently change the composition of the USTR

bureaucracy.

We construct the firm× year-level data for the main analysis. To do so, we start by collecting

the list of all USTR officials who served in the agency during the period 1997-2017. For each

official, we gather information on their career trajectories using various online sources. This data

on career paths enables us to examine which officials are revolving-door bureaucrats and have

previous connections with firms. Among the firms appearing in the USTR bureaucrats’ career

1. We use the terms ‘interest groups’ and ‘firms’ interchangeably in this paper since most of the interest groups to
which revolving-door bureaucrats have connections are firms and firms are the most active interest groups in the US
(Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012).
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trajectories, we identify those who are potentially interested in trade policymaking. For each firm

in a given year, we track the number of individuals who currently work in the USTR and worked

for the firm prior to entering the USTR. Using this dataset, we examine whether an increase in the

number of connected USTR bureaucrats leads to a change in the connected firm’s participation in

the policymaking process.

We focus on two main activities of the USTR policymaking process in which firms engage:

(1) participation on USTR advisory committees and (2) lobbying activities. While both measures

reflect the level of firms’ willingness to participate in the policymaking process, firms’ participation

on advisory committees depends on both the firms’ willingness to participate and the agencies’

decision to grant participation. It may be the case that firms cannot participate on committees even

if they want to. Therefore, examining lobbying activities—a measure involving fewer concerns

about bureaucratic-led constraints—as an alternative outcome is crucial to understanding which

mechanism drives the results.

Our empirical results show that when an individual with a connection to a firm enters the USTR,

there is a decrease in the connected firm’s participation on USTR advisory committees, the con-

nected firm’s lobbying activities, and lobbying to the USTR and other agencies that are involved in

trade policies in particular. We additionally examine heterogeneous effects by bureaucrats’ char-

acteristics that are consistent with our expectations. Our intuition expects that depending on the

characteristics of connected bureaucrats, some are in better positions than others to efficiently pro-

duce policy benefits for their previous employers. We expect the effect of bureaucratic revolving

doors to be stronger if (1) connected bureaucrats are more capable of processing technical or le-

gal knowledge provided by their previous employers, and/or (2) connected bureaucrats are more

influential within the agency to easily incorporate legal and technical knowledge related to the

firms.

To test the first mechanism, we divide connected bureaucrats into those with and without JD

degrees. We also divide connected bureaucrats into those whose position in the USTR is industry-

and law-focused versus public relations (PR)-focused. To test the second mechanism, we divide
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connected bureaucrats by the amount of salary they earn when they enter the USTR, and the degree

of the bureaucrats’ ideological alignment related to the USTR’s median ideal point. We find that

the results are consistent with our expectations of bureaucrats’ abilities and influence: the reduction

in the proactive forms of political participation is more salient for firms with connections to bu-

reaucrats with JD degrees, positions in industry and law-related USTR sub-agencies, higher USTR

starting salaries, and closer political preference alignments with the median USTR ideology.

The paper’s findings contribute to the existing literature of bureaucracy and interest groups

by providing systematic evidence on how revolving doors to bureaucracy affect interest groups’

political participation. Despite robust movement from private sectors to the bureaucracy, surpris-

ingly little research exists on this phenomenon. One exception is Hübert, Rezaee, and Colner

(2021), which provides a theoretical framework of how policy-motivated individuals’ movements

to government affect the connected interest groups’ influence on policymaking. We provide our

theoretical argument and are the first to empirically address this research question using our novel

dataset on USTR bureaucrats’ career trajectories.

Moreover, our findings suggest that inequalities in political participation do not necessarily de-

crease as the level of interest group activities declines. Measures such as lobbying spending and

participation in rulemaking processes are frequently cited to discuss the degree of inequality in

political participation and influence in bureaucracy (Ban and You 2019; Yackee and Yackee 2006).

On the surface, a decrease in firms’ lobbying activities and participation on federal advisory com-

mittees may appear to mean that these firms’ influence over the decision-making process is waning.

However, considering the presence of the bureaucratic revolving door, we find that connected firms

decrease their political activities because they have connected bureaucrats who may produce policy

outcomes favorable to the firms. Thus, our paper raises a caution against equating a decrease in

interest groups’ political activity with a decrease in interest groups’ influence in the policymaking

process.
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How Do Interest Groups Influence the Bureaucracy?

Given the division of labor among the US legislative and executive branches in the policymak-

ing process, interest groups have ample opportunities to lobby different branches of government

(Boehmke, Gailmard, and Patty 2005, 2013). As the scope and the amount of policymaking ad-

ministered by federal agencies have increased over time, scholars have identified channels through

which interest groups influence bureaucratic policymaking. One prominent strategy employed by

interest groups is indirect in nature: lobbying legislators to provide private information that could

affect the level of delegation that Congress grants to the bureaucracy. Such legislative lobbying

by interest groups can affect bureaucratic decision-making by reducing informational asymme-

tries between Congress and the bureaucracy (Epstein and O’Halloran 1995). In addition, interest

groups can help with congressional oversight of the bureaucracy by alerting legislators to bureau-

cratic transgressions (McCubbins and Schwartz 1984), or subsidizing legislators to intervene in

agency rulemaking as a form of ex post oversight (Hall and Miler 2008).

Empirical studies on lobbying show that interest groups also directly lobby bureaucrats mostly

through the notice-and-comment rulemaking process (e.g., Yackee and Yackee 2006; Haeder and

Yackee 2015; Ban and You 2019; Gordon and Rashin 2021; Libgober 2020a, 2020b). Interest

groups can also participate on federal advisory committees in the executive branch. In 1972,

Congress passed the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) to gain expertise from groups and

individuals who work outside the federal government (Bybee 1994). FACA was part of the efforts

to increase public participation in the bureaucratic decision-making process and opened an addi-

tional opportunity for interest groups to provide information to agencies. Existing work demon-

strates that political actors use advisory committees in a strategic fashion. Moffitt (2010) shows

that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) uses federal advisory committees to protect the

agency’s reputation. Using data about the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Balla and

Wright (2001) show that applicants are more likely to serve on the advisory committee if they are

endorsed by interest groups actively lobbying members of Congress.
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What Happens if Interest Groups Become Bureaucrats?

A key assumption in the existing literature on interest group-bureaucrat interactions is that bu-

reaucrats and interest groups are separate actors. However, movement of personnel between the

bureaucracy and interest groups in recent years makes this assumption questionable. Our partic-

ular focus is on an increasing number of bureaucrats who previously worked for interest groups

before entering the bureaucracy.2 The Center for Responsive Politics issued a report in 2018 that

shows at least 164 ex-lobbyists were serving in the Trump administration (West 2018). One of

them, Dan Elwell, who joined the Federal Aviation Administration in 2017, is a former lobbyist

for the Aerospace Industries Association of America and American Airlines. The entry of these re-

volvers to the bureaucracy led the public to question whether these bureaucrats disproportionately

represent the interests of their former employers.

Despite frequent discussion and public concerns about the movement of personnel from the pri-

vate sector to the federal government, there is a limited body of work that examines these dynamics,

with two exceptions. One is Gormley (1979) whose work examines the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) and shows that FCC regulatory commissioners who formerly worked in a reg-

ulated industry are likely to cast votes that favor the industry. The other exception is Hübert,

Rezaee, and Colner (2021) who develop a formal model to study how revolvers into government

affect the influence of special interests. They show that when a policy-motivated individual moves

from the private to the public sector, it increases the government’s policy development capacity

and, therefore, changes the bargaining environment in favor of the government.

Our focus is how connections to bureaucrats affect firms’ incentives to participate in bureau-

cratic policymaking to influence policies. To understand this dynamic, it is important to identify

(1) what firms try to communicate to bureaucrats through various channels, and (2) what individu-

als connected to firms bring with them to the government. First, existing literature characterize the

2. While it is also important to study the movement of personnel from the government to the private sector, doing so
requires a separate study. Also, there are relatively more studies on the revolving-door phenomenon from government
to private sectors (e.g., Blanes i Vidal, Draca, and Fons-Rosen 2012), although most of them focus on individuals from
the legislative branch.
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bureaucratic policymaking as an environment where firms provide technical and legal know-how to

bureaucrats, and bureaucrats produce particularistic policy benefits for the firm based on the firm’s

inputs (Croley 1998; Cuéllar 2005; Yackee and Yackee 2006; Ban and You 2019). An example of

such a policymaking environment is notice-and-comment rulemaking where interest groups pro-

vide information and expertise to bureaucrats regarding how particular rules could affect a firm or

industry (Libgober 2020a). Another example is the process of drafting trade policy agreements or

targeted tariff exclusion processes for Section 301 duties in the USTR. Figure D1 in the Appendix

illustrates an example of policymaking in the USTR. It shows a comment submitted by TE Con-

nectivity, a firm specializing in producing connectors and sensor products, to the USTR regarding

imposing additional tariffs on European products. In its comment, TE Connectivity lists the very

detailed product codes (Harmonized System 8-digit level) on which the firm opposes imposition

of additional tariffs. Other comments submitted to the USTR for this proposed tariff schedule are

similar in terms of their firm-specific comments.

Moreover, bureaucratic policymaking usually occurs after the legislature makes most of its

decisions on the policy agenda. Firms thus engage in ex post lobbying of bureaucrats where they

discuss particular implementations of bills that the legislature passed (You 2017). During this

process, the amount of particularistic policy benefit that bureaucrats can produce for firms is finite.

For instance, in the previous example of trade policymaking, the list of these product codes that

can be removed from the tariff list is finite.

Given the nature of bureaucratic policymaking, we argue that individuals who move from firms

to the bureaucracy bring their firm-specific knowledge to government, and their technical and legal

expertise is a useful asset for firms who want their views and preferences incorporated in bureau-

cratic decisions. The bureaucrat’s previous connection to the firm affects how much policy benefit

can be produced from the technical and legal inputs provided by the firm. The connected bureau-

crat better understands the technical and legal inputs provided by their connected firm since they

previously worked for the firm. Therefore, compared to other bureaucrats who are not connected to

the firm, the connected bureaucrat can produce the same policy benefits with fewer inputs from the
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connected firm. This reduces the firm’s needs and incentives to participate in bureaucratic policy-

making to deliver firms-specific knowledge. Even without proactive forms of participation, firms’

policy objectives can be achieved through their connections to bureaucrats.

There is a well-established literature on revolving doors from government to private sectors.

Studies show that those who previously worked in the government bring their clients the connec-

tions they formed in the government and their expertise about policies (e.g., Blanes i Vidal, Draca,

and Fons-Rosen 2012; Bertrand, Bombardini, and Trebbi 2014). We examine the reverse of this

movement and argue that when individuals move from the private sector to the bureaucracy, these

revolving-door bureaucrats bring their knowledge about the firms where they were employed to

government and its potential use in policymaking allows the firms to continue to influence bureau-

cratic decisions. Moreover, firm-specific knowledge is valuable for bureaucrats especially if they

work in complex policy environments. Often, policymakers depend on industry-specific expertise

to develop policies (McCarty 2014), so having a revolving-door bureaucrat with knowledge about

the firm’s expertise allows more efficient production of particularistic benefits to the firm.

However, one clear difference exists between the two directions of revolving door movements.

When firms hire individuals from positions in government, they may need to spend more resources,

especially in lobbying, to benefit the connections and expertise possessed by these individuals since

firms hire them as lobbyists to have better access to policymakers. Firms may even need to offer

jobs to bureaucrats with revolving-door concerns (e.g., regulators) who plan to leave the govern-

ment if firms want to receive favorable regulatory decisions (Cohen 1986; Cornaggia, Cornaggia,

and Xia 2016). In contrast, when a person moves into government from the private sector, the indi-

vidual connected to the firm becomes a policymaker, so the firm does not need to spend additional

resources to have access to them and deliver their knowledge. This implies that revolving doors

from the private sector to government is the setting where we should have more concern about

unequal representation of different interests. Also, the decrease in visible forms of political partic-

ipation by the connected firms may mask continued or even increased influence of those firms in

the bureaucratic policymaking process.
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Data and Stylized Facts

Revolving Doors and Policymaking in the USTR

Among all federal agencies, we select the USTR to test the theoretical implications of bureaucratic

revolving doors for several reasons. First, the policymaking environment at the USTR squarely

represents the interactions between bureaucrats and interest groups we outline in the theoretical

section. Trade policymaking requires very detailed legal and technical knowledge and expertise

in traded goods and services. Moreover, interest groups frequently interact with USTR officials

to provide information for bureaucrats to include in the finalized text of trade agreements or tariff

schedules.3

Second, robust movement from the private sector to the bureaucracy is a necessary condition to

satisfy the empirical test of the theoretical implications; the USTR satisfies this condition. Many

of these officials worked in private sector firms before joining the USTR. This suggests that the

frequent movement of senior individuals into the government may have a significant impact on the

connected firms’ incentives to engage in the USTR policymaking process.

It would have been ideal if we could collect career trajectories of bureaucrats across multi-

ple federal agencies and compare how revolvers into the bureaucracy affect the relevant interest

groups’ participation in policymaking. However, the aim of our paper is to empirically test the the-

ory, and we chose the USTR based on our understanding that the USTR’s policymaking includes

typical features of bureaucratic policymaking: exchanges of technical knowledge and expertise.

We believe that there are useful insights we still can draw from our sample given the shared nature

of the bureaucratic policymaking environment across agencies.

Moreover, there is a real limitation in terms of the data collection process. Identifying the

career trajectories of bureaucrats who move in and out of government service and connecting them

to firms and other interest groups is time-consuming, as we explain in detail later in the paper.

3. Appendix A and Table A1 present the details and the summary statistics regarding the general revolving-door
phenomenon in the executive branch.
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In addition, our analysis requires that we identify a set of relevant interest groups that could be

affected by the revolving-door phenomenon, their participation on federal advisory committees and

in lobbying activities, each bureaucrat’s ideology and educational background, and the exact timing

when the connection was formed between a group and a bureaucrat, etc. All of that represents

additional burdens on collecting the relevant data across agencies for the extended time period we

consider (21 years).

The USTR is responsible for developing and coordinating the United States’ trade policies

and engages extensively in free trade agreements, bilateral investment treaties, and World Trade

Organization (WTO) disputes. The USTR is structured along four organizational lines: regions

(e.g., Europe and the Middle East, China Affairs, WTO and Multilateral Affairs), industries (e.g.,

Agriculture, Intellectual Property, Services and Investment), legal issues (e.g., General Counsel),

and public relations (e.g., Congressional Affairs, Public and Media Affairs).

Communication between USTR officials and interest groups occurs frequently via lobbying ac-

tivities, but it also occurs regularly via advisory committees set by the USTR. The USTR often

recruits advisory committee members from private and non-profit interest groups representing var-

ious industries. According to meeting logs provided by the FACA database (www.facadatabase.

gov), advisory committees and USTR officials meet regularly to discuss the process of trade nego-

tiations. Moreover, the Trade Act of 2002 requires that advisory committees provide the president,

USTR, and Congress with reports about the extent to which a trade agreement promotes the eco-

nomic interests of the United States and whether the agreement achieves the overall negotiation

objective set forth in the Trade Act of 2002. The report of the appropriate sectoral or functional

committee must also include opinions on whether the agreement ensures equity and reciprocity

within the industry sector.

The number of USTR advisory committees in every fiscal year is 27 on average. The number

of members varies by advisory committee. Some committees have as many as 30-40 members

and some committees have as few as 5-10. Although advisory committee membership turnover is

irregular, the USTR attempts to recruit members of advisory committees simultaneously and most
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of these members have fixed term limits.4

Bureaucrats in the USTR: Career Trajectories and Connections to Firms

Our main dataset is firm×year-level. To construct the dataset, we first created the list of individuals

who worked in the USTR during the period 1997-2017. Our primary data source is the federal

Office of Personnel Management (OPM). The data contains detailed information on employees’

names, duration of employment, age group, educational level, pay grade, and pay plan. We capture

employment information on 825 USTR officials who served in the agency during the period 1997-

2017 whose employment information is public. There is significant variation regarding the length

of time USTR officials worked in the office. On average, they worked there seven years; the

minimum term of work was one year and the maximum was 37 years.

Figure 1 shows the process of the sample construction for our analysis. For 825 bureaucrats

who worked at any given period between 1997 and 2017, we collected information on the career

trajectories of USTR officials in our list mainly from their LinkedIn webpages (www.linkedin.

com). We used other web sources when LinkedIn did not provide the biographical information

we required. We tracked the names of firms where USTR officials worked before and after they

served in the USTR, their positions in those firms, and the start and end years of their employment.

We also collected information on the officials’ education if it was available. Among 825 USTR

officials, we obtained career path information on 459 officials.

There are 366 USTR bureaucrats for whom we could not find any career trajectory informa-

tion on the web. When we compare USTR officials with and without career information, there

are systemic differences between the two groups. First, many USTR bureaucrats without career

information worked in the 1990s and early 2000s when posting career information online was not

a common practice. Second, those with online career information spent fewer years in the USTR,

workings there for six years on average. On the other hand, those without online career information

worked for the USTR for eight years, on average. The OPM data further shows that bureaucrats

4. Detailed explanations about USTR advisory committees are provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Sample Construction Process

with online career information, on average, received higher salaries in the USTR when they entered

the agency and had higher education levels.

Despite these systemic differences, we argue that the omission of the subset of bureaucrats’

career information does not pose a serious threat to our empirical findings. First, most of the

bureaucrats for whom we do not have career information started their careers before 2010 when

posting a résumé for online networking and job searches was not common.5 If the omissions are

mostly driven by time-trends of posting a résumé online for job searches and online networking

and if that is unrelated to the level of their connected firms’ political activities, our results would

not be biased due to the missing data.

Second, to be included in the dataset for our analysis, bureaucrats must have started their careers

in the private sector so they formed connections with firms before joining the USTR. We think it

is unlikely that bureaucrats without online career information would satisfy this condition. Table

C2 in Appendix D compares the characteristics of bureaucrats and with and without online career

information. When we examine the grade at which bureaucrats without online career information

joined the USTR, the average General Service (GS) grade was 8. The educational level of GS-8

federal government employees is a bachelor’s degree and the starting salary for a GS-8 employee

5. Figure C2 in the Appendix presents the distribution of the first year when bureaucrats with and without career
information started working in the USTR.
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is $41,723 per year as of October, 2021.6 The education level of bureaucrats without online career

information as of the start of their employment in the USTR is 12.7, which corresponds to a

bachelor’s degree according to the OPM. The educational requirement and the starting salary for

the GS-8 grade—the grade of many of the bureaucrats without online career information when

they started in the USTR—imply that most of the bureaucrats without online career information

are career bureaucrats who began their careers in government. Therefore, they are unlikely to be

included in our final sample even if we had their career information.

To examine the association between 459 USTR bureaucrats and firms that are connected to

them, we obtain the list of firms in the career trajectories of those 459 USTR officials. From this

list, we focus on a set of connected firms that have an interest in the USTR policymaking process

and influencing trade policies, which is the core assumption of our theoretical argument. Our

selection of these firms is based on three criteria. First, we focus on firms that we categorize as

private firms (e.g., Accenture), lobbying or law firms, or trade associations.7 Second, among the

firms selected based on the first criterion, we focus only on private sector firms that import or export

goods and services, or lobbying/law firms that list “international trade/law” as their expertise.

Again, this is to ensure that we only focus on firms that are interested in interacting with the

USTR. Last, among the firms that meet the first and second criteria, we focus only on those that

existed throughout the entire period 1997-2017, which means that they had persistent interest in

interacting with the USTR throughout the study time period.

Using the career trajectories of the USTR bureaucrats, we identify 195 revolving-door bureau-

crats who have connections—through previously working at the firm or having the firm as a lob-

bying client—to any firms showing interest in trade policymaking. There are 167 unique firms that

formed a connection with these revolving-door bureaucrats. For 167 firms in our dataset, we con-

struct firm×year-level data for the period 1997-2017. At the firm-level, we calculate the number

of USTR bureaucrats in a given year who previously formed connections with the firm. Therefore,

we can examine how changes in the number of connected USTR bureaucrats are related to the

6. https://www.federalpay.org/gs/2021/GS-8 (accessed October 28,2021).
7. We do not include interest groups or firms that can be categorized as educational or non-profit.
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firms’ political participation.8

Measuring Firms’ Political Participation

Our dataset includes dependent variables that measure the intensity of firms’ political activities.

Our first dependent variable measures the extent to which firms participate on USTR advisory

committees. We create a binary indicator that is coded as 1 if the firm served on any USTR advisory

committee in a given year, otherwise 0.9 The data on USTR advisory committees comes from

the FACA website (www.facadatabase.gov) and contains detailed information on the names of

committee members, the names of committees in which they were members, their term limits, their

employers (firms), their positions in the firms, the industry categories that their firm represents, etc.

Our second dependent variable measures the degree of firms’ lobbying activities. We create an

outcome variable that measures (1) the number of firms’ reports on lobbying activities in a given

year, (2) the amount of firms’ spending on lobbying activities in a given year, (3) the number of

firms’ lobbying reports that specifically mentioned the USTR and (4) the total number of times

a firm mentioned key trade policymaking agencies—the USTR, the Trade Development Agency,

the International Trade Commission, and the Department of Commerce—as targeted agencies in

their lobbying reports in a given year (Section 17 in the LDA report). We include the variable (4)

given that having connected bureaucrats in the USTR could affect how connected firms lobby other

agencies involved in trade policymaking. The lobbying data is from LobbyView.org (Kim 2018).10

8. There are two types of connections that USTR bureaucrats form with the firms in our sample: having worked
in the firm (direct connection) or having worked as a lobbyist on behalf of the firm (indirect connection). Although
it is possible that bureaucrats could have both direct and indirect connections with a firm, there is no such case in our
dataset. In the main analysis, we do not differentiate between the two types of connections. However, we present the
analysis that differentiates the direct and indirect connections in Tables E1 and E2 in the Appendix. Bureaucrat-firm
pairs with a direct connection drive most of the result.

9. We could also create a discrete variable that reflects the total number of USTR advisory committees on which
firms served in a given year. We did not use the discrete variable for analyses since this measure has little varia-
tion across firms and the analysis using the dummy variable (e.g., whether a firm participated in a USTR advisory
committee) delivers a similar information.

10. A registrant (e.g., lobbying firm) submits one quarterly activity report (LD-2) per client, which often includes
multiple issues that a registrant lobbied on behalf of a client. The report only discloses the total expenditure involved
for all the lobbying activities with no specific references to lobbying expenditures for particular issues. Therefore,
we examine additional outcomes in a firm’s lobbying activities that capture a firm’s lobbying interest in trade issues
as robustness checks. Each lobbying report discloses an issue area of lobbying, and we create a binary variable that
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While both types of dependent variables reflect the level of firms’ desire to participate in the

policymaking process, firms’ participation on advisory committees also depends on the agency’s

willingness to grant participation. The agency decides who serves on its advisory committees

among those firms that apply for membership. This agency-led constraint on advisory committee

membership does not affect our theoretical argument unless the agency limits the connected firm’s

participation in response to entry of the connected individual to the agency. The agency might do

so if it cares about balanced representation in the policymaking process (Balla and Wright 2001).11

For example, the Industry Trade Advisory Committee (ITAC), one of the federal advisory commit-

tees under the USTR’s jurisdiction, provides a detailed explanation for the membership, eligibility,

selection criteria, and nominating process of an advisory committee member.12 The ITAC’s web-

page mentions a few selection criteria, such as industry representation and diversity, in terms of

represented sectors or product lines. But there are no specific ethics policies or limitations regard-

ing the eligibility of individuals working at connected firms with the current USTR bureaucrats.

Even though there are no formal eligibility criteria, there could be informal rules that the USTR

uses when it selects members for its advisory committees. Feinstein and Hemel (2019) provide a

detailed account of the composition and operations of advisory committees and one of their find-

ings is that left-leaning individuals (measures based on their campaign contributions) are more

likely to select into advisory committees during Democratic administrations and vice versa. This

implies that some political considerations, especially agencies with political appointees at the top

of the agencies, may play a role in the selection of advisory committee membership.

indicates whether a connected firm submitted any lobbying report that mentioned “Trade” as an issue code for its
lobbying activity. Second, we include the number of times the firm mentioned the USTR as its targeted agency across
all lobbying reports submitted in a given year. These measures, in addition to the number of reports mentioning the
USTR as a targeted agency, alleviate some concerns that the lobbying measures are too broad, and therefore, we might
not properly capture the firm’s interest in trade policymaking when the connected individual moves to work in the
USTR. Tables A2 and A3 in the Appendix show the summary statistics of our main variables.

11. We submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the USTR for the list of applicants for mem-
bership to all USTR advisory committees that were active during the period 1997-2018, as well as their affiliated
firm/organization and their position within the firm/organization to check whether the effect is driven by firms’ vol-
untary actions of not applying for the position or the USTR’s discretion. The FOIA officer corresponded that such
records do not exist and the federal government has no obligation to create, compile, or obtain a record to satisfy a
request (DOC-ITA-2020-000050).

12. https://www.trade.gov/become-itac-advisor (accessed Oct 30, 2021).
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If such an agency-led constraint is significant, it generates a different empirical expectation:

Since the USTR prevents firms from serving as advisory committee members when their connected

individuals become bureaucrats, these firms would increase their lobbying activities to compensate

for their absence on advisory committees. On the other hand, if the agency does not restrict par-

ticipation on advisory committees in response to the entry of connected bureaucrats, we would

observe a decrease in both the connected firms’ participation in advisory committees and lobbying

activities.

One crucial assumption underlying the logic above is that lobbying activities have fewer con-

straints from the USTR side compared to participation on the advisory committees. Therefore,

it is a good measure of the firm’s willingness for political participation. Lobbying activities are

subject to various government regulations and, therefore, it is important to check for any restric-

tion imposed on firms or groups that are connected to revolving-door individuals in the govern-

ment. After the passage of the 2007 Honest Leadership and Open Government Act (HLOGA),

former congressional staffers who became lobbyists were prohibited from contacting their ex-

employers and colleagues in Congress for one year if the former staffer made at least 75% of what

a member of Congress earns annually (“covered” staff). However, this regulation is about the post-

employment of staffers who previously worked in Congress (from government → private sector)

and the HLOGA did not impose any constraints on lobbying activities of the firms whose former

employee entered into government service (private sector → government). Therefore, we argue

that the measure on firms’ lobbying activities is less susceptible to the agency (or government)-led

constraints in measuring firms’ willingness to participate in the political process.

Bureaucratic Revolving Doors Reduce Connected Firms’ Politi-

cal Participation

The model specification for firm-level analyses is as follows:
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Yjt =α j +δt +β ∗Number of Connection jt−1 + ε jt (1)

where j, t indicate a firm and year. We include firm fixed effects (α j) so that our results are

robust to firm-level time-invariant confounders. We also include year fixed effects (δt) to account

for annual political and economic shocks. The independent variable is Number of Connectiont−1,

which is the number of USTR bureaucrats in year t − 1 who previously formed connections with

the firm. In a given year, a firm in our sample has 0.14 bureaucratic connection and it ranges from

0 to 4. Yjt is an outcome variable that measures the firm’s participation on advisory committees

under the jurisdiction of the USTR.

For causal identification, we exploit the within-firm variation by including fixed effects. How-

ever, this does not eliminate a concern for unobservable time-varying confounders. This would be

particularly problematic if entry to the USTR is highly correlated with the connected firm’s under-

lying conditions that could affect the firm’s political participation. We argue it is unlikely that firms

persuade individuals to enter and work in the USTR during the time periods firms prefer. Due to

the competitive process of hiring federal government officials in the USTR and the unpredictabil-

ity of its notices for job vacancies, individuals might not be able to enter the USTR at the exact

time the firms would prefer.13 Even when firms’ previous employees enter or exit the USTR via

political appointment, other factors - such as an appointee’s education level, position vacancies, or

the interests of political principals - may play a larger role than firm’s demands for particularistic

benefits at the time of appointment.

Second, we claim that potential confounders in our case are likely to generate upward bias,

which is counter to a decrease in firms’ political participation. For instance, firms may suddenly

encounter trade-related disputes where they feel more need to increase their lobbying activities

to the USTR. At the same time, they also may be willing to incentivize previous employees to

enter the USTR and work there to serve their firms’ interests. The number of firms’ trade-related

13. In Figures A4 and A5 in the Appendix, we present the first quarter that all the USTR bureaucrats from 1978 to
2014 and the revolving-door bureaucrats in our sample received their pay, as recorded in the OPM data. It shows that
there is no particular pattern in terms of the entry timing of the USTR bureaucrats.
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disputes is thus a confounder that generates upward bias in our estimates. If we find a decrease in

firms’ political participation, that implies that the potential confounders work against our finding.

Nonetheless, there can be some confounders that generate downward bias. For example, when

a Democratic administration takes over from Republicans, liberal-leaning individuals are more

likely to enter the government from the private sector and a liberal-leaning firm—where the liberal-

leaning revolvers previously worked—may reduce its political participation. We show later in the

analysis section that taking this factor into account does not change the results.

Table 1 presents the results at the firm-level. Column (1) shows the results of firms’ participation

on USTR advisory committees using the binary indicator as the dependent variable. We find that

when the connected individual enters the USTR as a bureaucrat, the connected firm’s likelihood

of serving on an advisory committee decreases. Substantively, the results in column (1) in Table

2 suggest that an increase of one connected bureaucrat in the USTR is associated with a 5% de-

crease in the likelihood of a connected firm’s participation on a federal advisory committee, which

indicates a 15 percentage point decrease (0.05/0.33) from the baseline level of advisory committee

participation.

Table 1: The Effect of Revolving-Door Bureaucrats on Political Participation: Firm-Level

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm Num. Report Spending USTR #Trade Agencies

Number of -0.05∗∗ -0.11∗∗∗ -0.50∗∗ -0.03 -0.07∗∗

Connections (0.02) (0.04) (0.21) (0.02) (0.03)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3

Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3

Observations 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507
adj. R-sq 0.459 0.813 0.788 0.652 0.673
Mean Outcome 0.33 1.28 7.14 0.42 0.73

Notes: Unit of observation is firm × year. Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors
in parentheses. All the dependent variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05,
*** p<0.01.

In addition to a firm’s participation on advisory committees, we examine whether having a
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connected individual in the USTR as a bureaucrat also leads to a decrease in the connected firm’s

lobbying spending. Columns (2) through (5) in Table 1 present the results on lobbying activities.

We use four lobbying measures: number of lobbying reports submitted, total spending on lobbying,

total number of lobbying reports that specifically mentioned the USTR as the contacted agency, and

number of times a firm mentioned key trade policymaking agencies as targeted agencies in their

lobbying reports. All the dependent variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed.

We observe a strong decrease in lobbying activities, which suggests that the agency-led constraint

on advisory committees is minimal. Columns (2) and (3) examine the effect of the revolving

door on the total number of lobbying reports and total spending by connected firms. There is a

statistically significant, negative relationship between having a connected person in the USTR and

the connected firm’s lobbying spending. Substantively, an increase of one connected bureaucrat in

the USTR is associated with an 10.4% decrease in the number of lobbying reports submitted and a

39.4% decrease in annual lobbying spending.14 Columns (4) and (5) show that firms also decrease

their lobbying activities specifically targeting the USTR and other trade-related agencies, although

the result for USTR lobbying is not statistically significant.15

We argue that the mechanism behind a decrease in firms’ political participation is mainly driven

by the revolving-door bureaucrats’ technical and legal expertise that allows them to understand

the connected firms’ preference in trade policymaking. However, the observed effect could be

driven by time-varying, firm-specific characteristics. For example, as we previously explained,

a political turnover from a Republican to a Democratic administration in the White House could

affect both the entry of liberal-leaning individuals to the government and a liberal-leaning firm’s

political participation. To explore this possibility, we collect the CF Scores for firms in our sample

to measure their political leanings. The CF Score is an ideology measure based on campaign

contributions of individuals, groups, and firms (Bonica 2014). Using the assumption that donors

14. The substantive effects are calculated by the following way: (exp(-0.11)-1)*100 for (log) number of report
and (exp(-0.50)-1)*100 for (log) lobbying spending.

15. In Section 6, we replicate the analysis at the bureaucrat×firm×year-level and the effects are more salient across
all measures of the outcome, including targeting the USTR in lobbying. When we focus only on the direct connection,
there is a more robust negative correlation between the number of connections and the number of lobbying reports
mentioning the USTR. See Tables E1 and E2 in the Appendix.
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contribute to candidates with ideologies similar to their own, discovering who gives to which

candidates uncovers the ideologies of donors. More negative numbers in the CF Score denote more

liberal ideology and more positive numbers signify more conservative ideology. To categorize

firms, we find the CF Scores of their Political Action Committees (PACs): an official arm of firms’

political operations in campaigns and to which employees of firms, including top executives, make

voluntary donations. Among the 167 firms in our sample, we were able to find the CF Score for

111 firms.

Based on the distribution of the CF Scores, we divide firms into Democratic- or Republican-

leaning and create a variable, aligned, to capture whether a firm’s political stance is matched with

that of the incumbent president. We find that the aligned variable is not systematically corre-

lated with a firm’s political participation. We also find that even after controlling for the political

alignment between a firm and the president, our main results are robust.16

We also run a placebo test on USTR bureaucrats who form connections with a firm after work-

ing in the USTR. We expect that we would not observe the effect among these bureaucrats who

are yet to have connections. Our independent variable for the placebo test is Number of Future

Connections jt−1, which is the number of USTR bureaucrats who work in the USTR in year t −1

and work in the firm j only after t −1. Table 3 presents the results. The prospect of hiring a USTR

bureaucrat who will form connections with a firm in the future has no impact on the firm’s political

participation. This bolsters our argument that a decrease in a firm’s political participation arises

when individuals who already formed a connection with the firm and have firm-specific knowledge

enter the bureaucracy.

Heterogeneous Effects by Bureaucrats’ Characteristics

We argue that decreases in firms’ political participation is driven by connected bureaucrats who

can produce policy benefits for their previous employers more efficiently than non-connected bu-

16. The distribution of the firms’ CF Scores is presented in Figure A2 in the Appendix. For more details about how
we measure a firm’s political leaning and the results, see Table E3 in the Appendix.
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Table 2: Placebo Test on USTR Bureaucrats without Prior Firm Connections

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm No. Report Spending USTR #Trade Agencies

Number of Future -0.00 -0.00 0.10 0.03 0.04
Connections (0.02) (0.04) (0.16) (0.02) (0.03)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3

Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3

Observations 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507
adj. R-sq 0.457 0.812 0.788 0.652 0.673
Mean Outcome 0.33 1.28 7.14 0.42 0.73

Notes: Unit of observation is firm × year. Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors
in parentheses. All the dependent variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05,
*** p<0.01.

reaucrats. Our argument can be extended further given that even among connected bureaucrats,

the degree to which they efficiently produce firm-specific policy benefits could differ depending

on their characteristics, such as their educational backgrounds.

In this section, we examine heterogeneous effects by exploiting rich biographical information

about USTR bureaucrats. This allows us to identify the mechanisms behind the observed effect.

There are two ways in which connected bureaucrats differ from one another with respect to how

they can better incorporate firms’ legal and technical expertise into policymaking. First, some

bureaucrats have better ability to understand technical and legal knowledge provided by firms or

while working in more technical sub-agencies. Second, some bureaucrats have more influence on

policymaking processes in the USTR than others.

To examine heterogeneous effects driven by bureaucrats’ characteristics, we expand our dataset

at the firm×year-level to the data at bureaucrat×firm×year-level. There are 382 pairs of revolving-

door bureaucrats and their connected firms. Based on these pairs we construct the USTR bureaucrat

×firm×year data. To illustrate our dataset, we use an example of the former USTR bureaucrat,

Timothy P. Stratford, and General Motors as an example and show it in Table 3. For the pair, each of

the 21 rows denotes a year during the period 1997-2017. Mr. Stratford served as General Counsel
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Table 3: An Example of USTR Bureaucrat× Firm×Year Data

Bureaucrat Firm Year Connected Work USTR Division Starting Salary($) JD Ideology
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 1997 0 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 1998 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 1999 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2000 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2001 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2002 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2003 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2004 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2005 1 1 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2006 1 1 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2007 1 1 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2008 1 1 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2009 1 1 legal 149,200 1 -.708
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2010 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
Stratford, Timothy P. General Motors 2017 1 0 legal 149,200 1 -.708

for General Motors’ China operations from 1998 to September 2005. He joined the USTR as the

Assistant US Trade Representative for China Affairs in 2005 and was responsible for developing

and implementing US trade policy in East Asia.17

Connected denotes the timing when the connection was created between the bureaucrat and

the firm. Timothy P. Stratford began working for General Motors in 1998, so we can say that the

connection was created that year. Work USTR shows that Timothy P. Stratford worked in the USTR

during 2005-2009. Division indicates the sub-agency where he worked within the USTR. Starting

Salary shows the salary that Mr. Stratford received when he first joined the USTR. JD indicates

whether Stratford has a law degree. Ideology shows Stratford’s CF Scores based on his campaign

contribution records (Bonica 2014).

Before testing the heterogeneous effects, we confirm that the effect observed at the firm-level

analysis is also found in the data at the bureaucrat×firm-level. We run the following regression:

Yi jt =αi j +δt +β1 ∗Work USTRit−1 +β2 ∗Connectedi jt

+β3 ∗Work USTRit−1 ∗Connectedi jt + εi jt

(2)

where i, j,andt indicate a bureaucrat, firm, and year, respectively. We include bureaucrat-firm

17. https://www.cov.com/en/professionals/s/timothy-stratford (accessed June 15, 2021).
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fixed effects (αi j) so our results are robust to individual-level and firm-level time-invariant con-

founders. β1 + β3 is the parameter of our main interest: Given the connection between an indi-

vidual and a firm, what is the effect of the entry of the connected individual into the USTR on the

firm’s spending on lobbying or its probability of serving on a USTR advisory committee? Since we

argue for a decrease in firms’ political participation, we expect β1+β3 to be negative. On the other

hand, β1 corresponds to our placebo test in the previous section and can be interpreted as how the

firm changes its behavior in response to the entry of individuals who become its employees in the

future. The coefficient on the “Connected” variable (β2) indicates how a firm’s political participa-

tion changed when future revolving-door individuals started working in the firm. Table 4 presents

the result. Across all outcome measures, connected firms reduce their participation when the pre-

viously connected individuals move to the bureaucracy. The analysis at the bureaucrat×firm-level

shows that our result is robust even after controlling for the bureaucrat-firm pair fixed effect and

this bolsters confidence in our main result.18

Next, we examine the heterogeneous effect of revolving doors into government by the con-

nected bureaucrats’ characteristics. We provide four empirical hypotheses that are consistent with

our theoretical argument. The first two hypotheses correspond to the mechanism of bureaucrats’

ability, whereas the last two correspond to the mechanism of bureaucrats’ influence within the

agency. The effect is stronger if connected bureaucrats (1) have a JD degree,19; (2) work in the

USTR sub-agencies related to industries (e.g., intellectual property), legal issues (e.g., monitoring

and enforcement), and regional affairs (e.g., China) rather than congressional affairs and public re-

lations (PR); (3) had a level of USTR salary above the median when they first began working in the

USTR; and (4) have a political ideology congruent with the median ideal point of the USTR. Our

last empirical hypothesis (4) relates to the extant literature on political leanings of bureaucrats and

their agencies (Clinton and Lewis 2008; Clinton et al. 2012; Richardson 2019). Accordingly, each

agency has its own political leaning, and bureaucrats whose political ideology is strongly aligned

18. Table E4 in the Appendix presents the results when we use alternative lobbying measures that specifically capture
lobbying on trade policies. The results are robust.

19. Trade negotiations and trade disputes with other countries require detailed legal knowledge in goods and services
trades. Therefore, bureaucrats with a JD degrees can more efficiently incorporate inputs from connected firms into
policymaking.
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Table 4: The Effect of Revolving-Door Bureaucrats on Political Participation: Bureaucrat×Firm-
Level

Outcome = Advisory Committes Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm Num. Report Spending USTR #Trade Agencies

Work USTR 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.05∗∗ 0.05∗

(0.02) (0.04) (0.17) (0.02) (0.03)

Connection 0.07∗∗ 0.09∗ 0.20 0.04 0.05
(0.03) (0.05) (0.22) (0.03) (0.05)

Work USTR -0.08∗∗ -0.19∗∗∗ -0.72∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗∗ -0.15∗∗∗

× Connection (0.03) (0.05) (0.26) (0.04) (0.05)

Effect of Entry When -0.07∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗ -0.59∗∗ -0.06∗∗ -0.09∗∗

Connection=1 (β1 +β3) (0.03) (0.04) (0.22) (0.03) (0.04)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3

Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3

Observations 8,022 8,022 8,022 8,022 8,022
adj. R-sq 0.418 0.846 0.830 0.711 0.719
Mean Outcome 0.41 1.66 8.49 0.61 0.97

Notes: Unit of observation is firm × bureaucrat × year. Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered
standard errors in parentheses. All the dependent variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed. * p<0.10,
** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

with the agency are more likely to have their voices heard by other bureaucrats who also share the

political view of the agency.

To estimate the political ideology of all USTR bureaucrats, we use the campaign finance (CF)

scores by Bonica (2014) that estimate donors’ ideology from campaign contribution data.20 The

USTR’s ideal point in each year is measured by the median CF Score of any USTR bureaucrats

who appeared in the DIME data in a given year. Figure 2 shows the ideal point of the USTR during

the period 1997-2017. The solid line (“all”) represents the median CF Score of all bureaucrats who

worked in the USTR in a given year. The dashed line (“revolving door”) represents the median CF

20. Out of 195 bureaucrats in our dataset, we found the CF Scores for 102 bureaucrats. Figure A1 in the Appendix
presents the distribution of the CF Scores of 102 revolving-door bureaucrats in the USTR. Those without CF Scores
did not make campaign contributions. Table A4 in the Appendix compares the characteristics of bureaucrats with and
without CF Scores. Table E5 in the Appendix shows that we still observe a decrease in firms’ political participation
when we restrict our sample to the pairs with the complete demographic information of bureaucrats (i.e., those with
CF Scores).
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Score of revolving-door bureaucrats who are included in our bureaucrat × firm × year dataset. The

results show that across all years, the USTR is dominated by liberal USTR bureaucrats. During the

George W. Bush administration, there was an inflow of conservative revolving-door bureaucrats,

but this was not enough to pull the USTR’s ideal point to the right side of the ideological scale.

Figure 2: USTR Ideal Point During 1997-2017
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We estimate the ideological gap between each revolving-door bureaucrat and the median USTR

bureaucrat in a given year by calculating the absolute difference between the USTR’s median CF

Score and the revolving-door bureaucrat’s CF Score.21 We label bureaucrats as ‘aligned’ if the

ideological gap is smaller than 0.54, which is the median ideological gap, otherwise ‘non-aligned.’

Note that there is a weak correlation between a bureaucrat’s ideological gap measure and his initial

USTR salary,22 which suggests that these two measures tap into different aspects of a bureaucrat’s

influence within the USTR.

Table 5 shows the results of hypotheses (1) and (2). We find that there is a clearer effect across

the outcome measures when connected bureaucrats have JD degrees. We also find that the effect

is more pronounced in cases where connected individuals move to industry/region-specific sub-

21. Figure A3 in the Appendix presents the distribution of the absolute difference.
22. R-squared for a bivariate regression between these two variables is 0.09.
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agencies that deal with technical and legal issues, not to PR-specific agencies that mostly deal

with relationships with Congress or the media. These results on heterogeneous effects by the

sub-agencies within the USTR provide support for our theoretical argument that emphasizes the

informational aspect of bureaucrat-firm interactions.23

Testing heterogeneous effects allows us to rule out alternative mechanisms that explain a de-

crease in firms’ political participation, such as connected firms simply shifting from having formal

contacts to having informal contacts (e.g., happy hours) with their connected bureaucrats in the

agency. This could occur because direct connection to the bureaucracy reduces the need to con-

tact legislators to ask them to interact with bureaucrats to deliver the firm’s demands (Acemoglu

et al. 2016; Ritchie and You 2019). But this mechanism is not supported by the results in Table

5 that show a strong effect on bureaucrats in industry/region sub-agencies rather than bureaucrats

in PR-specific sub-agencies. Responsibilities in PR-specific sub-agencies include social and po-

litical interactions with other agencies and legislatures, which would provide more opportunities

for informal interactions with their connected firms. Although we cannot rule out this mecha-

nism entirely, the analysis on the heterogeneous effect supports our explanation that focuses on the

provision of legal and technical know-how to policymaking.

Table 6 presents the results of hypotheses (3) and (4). First, the effect of bureaucratic revolving

doors is strongly driven by connected bureaucrats with high initial USTR salaries. Bureaucrats

who entered the USTR with salaries higher than the agency’s median salary tend to be in higher

23. Individuals might understand firms’ technical and legal knowledge better if they moved to the USTR immediately
after working for the firm. Table E6 in the Appendix shows that the effect is strongest in the first year when a
revolving-door bureaucrat joined the USTR and that the magnitude and the significance of the results decay over time.
Individuals might also have more firm-specific knowledge if they engaged in specific tasks while working for the firm,
but this cannot be tested due to the limitations of our career data. Although our career data shows the position in
which individuals served while working at their firm (e.g., vice president, senior director), this is a noisy measure
of their ability to understand the firm’s legal and technical information. Holding high positions in the firm does not
necessarily mean that individuals are better at understanding the firm’s legal and technical matter. This is why we
obtain mixed results when we consider whether the length of time a person worked at the firm is associated with a
stronger decrease in firms’ political participation. Table E7 in the Appendix shows that a longer tenure at the firm
is correlated with a stronger decrease in firms’ participation in advisory committees, whereas a shorter tenure has a
stronger effect on lobbying outcomes. The mixed results could be driven by measurement errors when we measure a
person’s firm-specific knowledge by how long they worked at the firm or what position they held at the firm. In fact,
those who spent less than 3 years in a given firm are more likely to have a JD degree, on average. The likelihood of
having a JD degree is 0.52 for those who worked fewer than 3 years in a given firm, and 0.45 for those who worked
more than 3 years. The t-test shows that the difference in likelihood is statistically significant at 1% confidence level.
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Table 5: Heterogeneous Effects of the Bureaucratic Revolving Door

JD Degree USTR Sub-Agency

(1) (2) (3) (4)
with JD without JD Industry/Region PR

Participation in Advisory Committees:

Any Comm -0.05∗ -0.08 -0.07∗∗ -0.05
(0.03) (0.05) (0.03) (0.04)

Lobbying Activities:

Num. Report -0.16∗∗∗ -0.13∗∗ -0.16∗∗∗ -0.13
(0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.09)

Spending -0.54∗ -0.50∗ -0.49∗∗ -0.73∗

(0.30) (0.28) (0.24) (0.40)

USTR Lobbbying -0.06∗ -0.03 -0.06∗ -0.04
(0.03) (0.05) (0.03) (0.05)

#Trade Agencies -0.08∗ -0.06 -0.07 -0.18
(0.04) (0.07) (0.04) (0.11)

Observations 3,885 4,137 5,544 2,478

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All the dependent
variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

ranks and are in better positions to incorporate firm-specific legal and technical expertise in poli-

cies. Second, a decrease in firms’ political participation occurs when connected bureaucrats have

political preferences that are more closely aligned with the agency’s median ideal point. Existing

literature emphasizes that bureaucratic preference is an important factor in determining policy out-

comes (Ting 2002; Gailmard and Patty 2007; Lewis 2008; Bils 2020). If connected bureaucrats

share similar ideological preferences with other bureaucrats working in the USTR, the opinions of

connected bureaucrats are more likely to be supported by other bureaucrats and, thus, they could

have more influence on the USTR policymaking process.24

Our findings also suggest that connected firms do not always reduce their political participation

when they acquire bureaucratic connections; those behaviors are conditional on an ideological

24. In Table E8 in the Appendix presents the results when we use a different threshold (mean value of the absolute
difference in the CF Score) to divide bureaucrats into aligned vs. non-aligned. The results are robust.
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Table 6: Heterogeneous Effects of the Bureaucratic Revolving Door

USTR Initial Salary USTR Ideological Alignment

(1) (2) (3) (4)
High Salary Low Salary Aligned Non-Aligned

Participation in Advisory Committees:

Any Comm -0.10∗∗ -0.03 -0.04 -0.06
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05)

Lobbying Activities:

Num. Report -0.24∗∗∗ -0.08 -0.23∗∗∗ -0.11
(0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.15)

Spending -0.89∗∗∗ -0.29 -1.06∗∗∗ -0.25
(0.31) (0.27) (0.37) (0.54)

USTR Lobbbying -0.12∗∗ -0.00 -0.07∗ -0.07
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.09)

#Trade Agencies -0.12∗ -0.06 -0.09 -0.18
(0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.11)

Observations 4,200 3,822 2,476 2,396

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All the dependent
variables related to lobbying activities are log transformed. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

match between the agency and the connected bureaucrat. For instance, if a conservative individual

who worked for a fossil fuel firm moved to the EPA—which is one of the government’s most liberal

agencies (Clinton et al. 2012)—we do not expect the connected firm to reduce its participation in

the political process since the revolving-door bureaucrat’s ideology still would be far from the

EPA’s median ideal point and revolvers could face significant opposition from career bureaucrats

within the agency (Davenport 2020). Overall, the analysis on the heterogeneous effect suggests

that revolving-door bureaucrats’ ability and influence to incorporate firm-specific information are

the key drivers of a decrease in firms’ political participation.
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Conclusion

Bureaucrats are actively targeted by various interest groups due to their crucial roles in policymak-

ing. Canonical models of bureaucrat-interest group interactions focus primarily on incentives of

interest groups in providing policy-relevant information to bureaucrats through various forms of

political activities. The underlying assumption in the models is that a bureaucrat and an interest

group are separate agents with distinct preferences. Frequent movements of individuals from the

private sector to federal agencies raises a question about this key assumption. What happens to

interest groups when individuals connected to those groups become bureaucrats? How do bureau-

cratic revolvers affect interest groups’ political activities?

In this paper, we tackle this question using a novel dataset constructed from career trajectories

of USTR bureaucrats and their connected firms for the period 1997-2017. Given that the stereotyp-

ical bureaucratic policymaking environment involves firms trying to deliver firm-specific, technical

information to bureaucrats, and revolving-door individuals to the bureaucracy possess expertise al-

lowing them to produce the same policy favors with fewer inputs from firms, we expect that the

connected firms decrease their political participation when they acquire bureaucratic connections

through the movement of revolving door individuals which allow the firms to maintain their influ-

ence. We show that if a connected person moves to the USTR as a bureaucrat, then the connected

firm is less likely to participate on USTR advisory committees and reduces its overall lobbying

spending. We also show that the effect is stronger when connected bureaucrats are more capable

of processing firm-specific information and are more influential within the agency in incorporating

the information related to the connected firms in policy production.

The normative implications of our research on the bureaucratic revolving-door phenomenon are

ambiguous. On one hand, reduced participation in lobbying and advisory committee membership

after forming a bureaucratic connection implies that revolvers into the government do not amplify

the connected firms’ political activities and increase the amount of money spent by interest groups

circulating in our political system. On the other hand, our findings imply that interest groups may
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not need to spend more money on lobbying and that they allocate more time to participate on

advisory committee activities to influence government policies when their connected individuals

become bureaucrats. Through personal connections in the bureaucracy, firms could achieve the

goals they would have achieved through other channels that require more resource spending. To

answer this question, it is important to examine the effect of bureaucratic revolving doors on actual

policy outcomes to see a clear mapping from a firm’s political participation to the policy outcome

the firm receives. A natural extension of our research would be examining policy decisions made

by the USTR, such as whether the USTR removes or adds proposed tariff schedules on imported

products, as a function of firms’ participation in notice-and-comment rulemaking. Examining

whether firms that are connected to USTR bureaucrats achieve a similar or higher level of policy

favors even when they reduce their political participation would highlight the effect of bureaucratic

revolving doors on policy outcomes.

There is a long standing tradition in the study of interest groups that uses political participation,

such as contacting policymakers and lobbying spending, as measures of influence (e.g., Schloz-

man, Verba, and Brady 2012; Page, Bartels, and Seawright 2013). Our result suggests that, when

the revolving-door phenomenon exists, decreased levels of political activities by interest groups

does not necessarily mean their influence has also declined. Interest groups endogenously reduce

their political participation in expectation of the revolving-door bureaucrat’s actions. Under this

scenario, less inequality in political participation among interest groups may imply more inequality

in political influence if a selected set of interest groups can form a connection with revolving-door

bureaucrats.

What are the general implications of our research on the topic of revolvers into the bureaucracy?

Our results present some conditions where we observe that bureaucratic revolving doors reduce

connected interest groups’ political participation. The case we examine in this paper—revolvers in

the USTR—satisfies those conditions, but there is a significant variation across agencies regarding

their ideologies (Clinton and Lewis 2008; Richardson, Clinton, and Lewis 2017) and the types

of individuals who move from the private sector into those agencies. Like the USTR, interac-
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tions between bureaucrats and firms involve the exchange of firm-specific technical information

for policymaking in agencies, such as the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and

the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC). In other agencies, such as the Department of La-

bor and the Small Business Administration, interactions between bureaucrats and firms might be

mostly about allocation of government subsidies and redistributive programs. Federal advisory

committees could also play different roles depending on the jurisdiction of the agency. Therefore,

it is possible that bureaucratic revolvers could lead to more active interest group participation.

Extending our analysis to other agencies and identifying the conditions conducive to firms’ vary-

ing reactions will enhance our understanding of how bureaucracy and interest groups interact in a

complex policymaking environment.
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A Summary Statistics
To understand the general revolving-door phenomenon in the executive branch, we extract the
career trajectories of revolving-door lobbyists from the Center for Responsive Politics (CRP)’s
webpage.1 We use the CRP’s data for the period 1998-2016 to examine the overall pattern of the
revolving-door phenomenon in federal agencies.2 The CRP data include the career trajectories of
people who were employed in the federal government or appointed to federal government entities,
such as advisory boards, for the top 18 federal agencies that produced the most lobbyists.3 For
each individual, the data records the name of each employer, the start and end years for a given
employer, and the job title.

Using the data on career trajectories of revolving-door lobbyists, we calculate the proportion
of executive branch revolvers who began their careers in government or in the lobbying or private
sector. We also calculate the proportion of lobbyists who began their careers in government, joined
the lobbying or private sectors after leaving the government, and then returned to government.
Last, we calculate the proportion of individuals who served as lobbyists or worked in the private
sector, then joined the federal government, and then returned to the private sector. These final two
categories, especially the former, are more consistent with common notions of a revolving-door
career.

Table A1 presents the summary statistics on the career trajectories of revolvers from 18 federal
agencies for the period 1998-2016. We extract the information from the Center for Responsive Pol-
itics (CRP)’s webpage (www.opensecrets.org). Overall, we see that roughly 45% of executive
branch revolvers began their careers working in the government, while 55% began their careers
in the lobbying or private sector. What is immediately obvious from this data is that executive
branch revolvers enter and exit government at highly variable points in their careers. The congres-
sional revolving door, which is mostly a one-way street of young staffers leaving the government or
congress members moving to the lobbying industry after retirement. On the other hand, the execu-
tive branch revolving door features people who enter government after years in the private sector,
individuals who come in and out of government multiple times over their careers, and people who
exit the government after a period of time and never return.

When we consider federal agencies that produced revolving-door lobbyists in terms of an ab-
solute number of lobbyists, the Departments of Defense, State, and Commerce have the highest
number of revolving-door lobbyists. When we consider the ratio of revolving-door lobbyists in
each agency relative to the agency’s staffing size, agencies such as the Office of US Trade Repre-
sentative (USTR), the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC), produce relatively more revolving-door lobbyists. These agencies have
a small number of employees, many of whom are in senior positions, and directly address issues

1. https://www.opensecrets.org/revolving/top.php?display=G (accessed May, 1, 2017)

2. LobbyView.org provides the improved version of the CRP’s lobbying data (kim2018). For our main analysis,
which requires the information on the connected firms’ lobbying activities, we use the LobbyView.org data. However,
LobbyView.org does not publicly provide lobbyist-level data that includes their career backgrounds. Therefore, we
use the CRP’s data to describe the career trajectories of bureaucratic revolvers.

3. The names of the included agencies are: Army, Commerce, Defense, Agriculture, Energy, Justice, EPA, Exec-
utive Office of the President, FCC, Health and Human Services, Justice, OMB, SEC, State, Transportation, Treasury,
US Diplomatic Missions, and USTR.
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Table A1: Summary Statistics for Revolvers in Bureaucracy

Variable Mean (%) N

Panel A. Career Trajectory
Started in Government 45 5,752
Started in Lobbying or Private Sector 55 5,752
Government→ Private Sector→ Government 30 5,752
Private Sector→ Government→ Private Sector 41 5,752

Panel B. Career Experience
Executive Branch 100 5,752
Congress 30.4 5,752
State/Local Government 7.8 5,752
Lobbying Firm 72.4 5,752
Private Sector 63.5 5,752

that firms and business organizations—the largest lobbying client group—care disproportionately
about.

Table A2 shows the summary statistics of key variables of the firm-level data. Table A3 shows
the summary statistics of bureaucrat-firm-level data.

Table A2: Summary Statistics of Firm-Level Variables, 1997-2017

Mean Median SD Min Max N

Any Committee 0.33 0 0.47 0 1 3,507
Number of Committee 0.45 0 0.75 0 6 3,507
(ln) Lobbying Spending 7.14 9.21 7.20 0 18.64 3,507
(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report 1.28 1.09 1.42 0 5.14 3,507
(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report Mention-
ing USTR

0.42 0 0.68 0 2.89 3,507

(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report Mention-
ing Trade-Related Agencies

0.73 0 1.01 0 3.97 3,507

No. Connection 0.14 0 0.42 0 4 3,507
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Table A3: Summary Statistics of Main Variables, 1997-2017

Mean Median SD Min Max N

Any Committee 0.40 0 0.49 0 1 8,022
Number of Committee 0.57 0 0.82 0 6 8,022
(ln) Lobbying Spending 8.49 12.70 7.51 0 18.64 8,022
(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report 1.66 1.60 1.63 0 5.14 8,022
(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report Mention-
ing USTR

0.61 0 0.82 0 2.89 8,022

(ln) Num. of Lobbying Report Mention-
ing Trade-Related Agencies

0.97 0 1.15 0 3.97 8,022

Bureaucrat’s Initial USTR Salary ($K) 102.2 105.0 32.8 1.7 180.1 7,686
Ideolgical Gap Score with USTR 0.54 0 0.86 0 2.71 4,872

We identify the CF Score for 102 out of 195 bureaucrats in our sample. Figure A1 presents the
distribution of the CF Scores of 102 revolving-door bureaucrats in the USTR.

Figure A1: Distribution of Revolving-Door Bureaucrats’ CF Scores
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Table A4 compares the characteristics of bureaucrats with and without CF Scores. Bureaucrats
with CF Scores start at a lower GS rank in the USTR compared to bureaucrats without CF Scores
but there is no statistically significant difference in their starting salaries. Bureaucrats with CF
Scores are more likely to hold a JD degree but there is no statistically meaningful difference in
terms of the USTR division in which they work compared to bureaucrats without CF Scores.
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Table A4: Descriptive Statistics on Bureaucrats with and without CF Scores

With CF Score Without CF Score Two Sample T-tests
Mean SD Mean SD t p-value

Starting GS Rank 7.5 6.9 10.1 6.3 2.60 0.01
Starting Salary ($) 101,366 36,101 96,423 32,784 0.96 0.33
PR Division 0.29 0.45 0.21 0.41 1.26 0.26
JD Degree 0.54 0.50 0.38 0.48 2.28 0.02

Figure A2 presents the distribution of firms’ CF Scores. Figure A3 presents the distribution of
the absolute difference between a bureaucrat’s CF Score and the USTR median CF Score.

Figure A2: Distribution of Firms’ CF Scores
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Figure A3: Distribution of the Absolute Difference between Bureaucrat’s CF Score and the USTR
Median CF Score
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Figure A4 presents the first quarter that all the USTR bureaucrats from 1978 to 2014 received
their pay, recorded in the Office of the Personnel Management (OPM) data. Figure A5 presents
the first quarter that the revolving-door bureaucrats in our main dataset received their first pay,
recorded in the OPM data for the period 1978-2014.

Figure A4: Distribution of the First Quarter that All USTR Bureaucrats Received Their First Pay,
1978-2014
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Figure A5: Distribution of the First Quarter that Revolving-door Bureaucrats in Our Dataset Re-
ceived Their First Pay, 1978-2014
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B USTR Advisory Committees Data
During the period 1997-2017, there were 54 unique advisory committees in total. On average,
the number of advisory committees in every fiscal year is 27. The minimum is 26 and the max-
imum is 31. Since 2006, 16 committees (e.g. Industry Trade Advisory Committees, ITACs) are
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce (DOC) and the USTR; 7 committees (e.g.,
Agricultural Technical Advisory Committees, ATACs) are under the joint supervision of the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the USTR; and 4 committees are under the sole jurisdic-
tion of the USTR (Table B1).

Table B1: Jurisdiction of USTR Advisory Committees

DOC USDA USTR Total

1998 20 6 5 31
1999 20 6 3 29
2000 21 6 4 31
2001 21 6 4 31
2002 21 6 4 31
2003 21 7 4 31
2004 17 7 4 28
2005 17 7 3 27
2006 16 7 4 27
2007 16 7 4 27
2008 16 7 4 27
2009 16 7 4 27
2010 16 7 4 27
2011 16 7 4 27
2012 16 7 4 27
2013 16 7 4 27
2014 16 7 4 27
2015 16 7 4 27
2016 16 7 4 27
2017 16 7 4 27
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C USTR Bureaucrats and Their Career Trajectories Data
There are 825 USTR officials who served in the USTR during the period 1997-2017 whose em-
ployment information is public. Table C1 and Figure C1 show the number of USTR officials in a
given year. The number of USTR officials increases during the second terms of the Bush adminis-
tration (2005-2008) and the Obama administration (2009-2012).

Table C1: Number of USTR Officials by Year, 1997-2017

Year # of Employees Year # of Employees

1997 188 2008 281
1998 202 2009 282
1999 214 2010 285
2000 212 2011 277
2001 226 2012 292
2002 226 2013 277
2003 228 2014 257
2004 265 2015 230
2005 280 2016 230
2006 289 2017 233
2007 292

Figure C1: Number of USTR Officials by Year, 1997-2017
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Among the 825 USTR officials who worked in the USTR during 1997-2017, we have career-
path information for 459 bureaucrats. We investigate whether there are differences in the USTR
bureaucrats with and without career information. There are two groups within the 658 USTR offi-
cials whose information on level of education, General Schedule (GS) rank (GS is the predominant
pay scale for federal employees), and salary is complete in the OPM data: We have career infor-
mation for 333 bureaucrats we do not have career information for 325 bureaucrats. The OPM data
contains information on federal employees’ education level, GS rank, and basic pay. We compare
the education level, GS grade, and starting salary when bureaucrats joined the USTR. Education
level consists of 22 levels ranging from no formal education (code 01) to post-doctoral education
(code 22).1 Education code = 13 indicates a bachelor’s degree; Education code = 15 indicates post-
first professional. The GS system consists of 15 grades, from GS-1, the lowest level, to GS-15, the
highest level. Table C2 shows the comparison of USTR officials in OPM data with and without
career information. On average, those with career information have higher education levels, re-
ceived higher salaries in the USTR, and entered the USTR at higher GS ranks. Specifically, USTR
officials with no career information earned a college degree, on average (code 13). On the other
hand, USTR officials with career information earned professional degrees, such as JDs or MDs
(code 15).

Table C2: Descriptive Statistics on the OPM Data

With Information Without Information Two Sample T-tests
Mean SD Mean SD t p-value

Education Level 15.2 2.75 12.7 4.6 8.32 0.000
GS Rank 9.4 6.3 7.9 5.7 3.18 0.001
Starting Salary ($) 86,828 38,698 60,257 36,902 8.98 0.000

Figure C2 presents the distribution of starting years in the USTR of bureaucrats with and without
career information. It is clear that bureaucrats about whom we have no information started in the
USTR earlier, mostly before 2010 when posting a résumé on a webpage, such as LinkedIn, was
not very common.

We collected information on career trajectories of individuals who worked in the USTR during
the period 1997-2017. Each row contains information about the name of the employer, the job
title, and the start/end year of employment. We categorized employers into 18 types as shown in
Table C3. The frequency column denotes the number of unique employers that fall under each
category. The most frequent employer types are USTR, other federal government agencies, and
private firms. Employers are labeled as a ‘political organization’ if they are an organized interest
group with a political agenda and lobbying power (e.g., Emily’s List). The difference between
a ‘political organization’ and a ‘trade association’ is that the latter refers to business interests,
whereas the former refers to advocacy groups with other political agendas. Employers are coded
as ‘misc.’ if their jobs were difficult to categorize, such as writers.

1. https://dw.opm.gov/datastandards/referenceData/1435/current?index=E (accessed November,
13, 2021).
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Figure C2: Distribution of Starting Year in the USTR
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Table C3: Types of Previous Employers of the USTR Revolvers

Type Freq.
federal government 644
private firm 603
lobbying/law firm 335
Congress 228
education 226
trade association 160
campaign 137
consulting firm 118
nonprofit 114
intern/clark 112
other 104
international organization 71
think tank 63
state/local government 62
political organization 43
military 29
misc 26
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D An Example of a Comment Submitted to the USTR

Figure D1: A Comment Submitted to the USTR

Notes: Figures are screenshots from the comment submitted by TE Connectivity to the USTR regarding its
opinion on imposing additional tariffs on EU products.
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E Additional Regression Results

Table E1: Effect of Direct Connection on Political Participation

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm No. Report Spending USTR #Trade Agencies

Work USTR -0.00288 0.0457 0.292 0.0515∗ 0.0548
(0.0272) (0.0593) (0.248) (0.0273) (0.0365)

Connection 0.0637 0.0465 0.0741 -0.00868 -0.0164
(0.0391) (0.0587) (0.283) (0.0377) (0.0558)

Work USTR × Connection -0.0926∗∗ -0.170∗∗∗ -0.750∗∗ -0.109∗∗∗ -0.135∗∗

(0.0394) (0.0648) (0.319) (0.0379) (0.0528)

Effect of Entry When -0.09∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗ -0.45∗ -0.05∗ -0.07∗

Connection=1 (0.03) (0.05) (0.24) (0.03) (0.04)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3
Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3
Observations 5649 5649 5649 5649 5649
adj. R-sq 0.435 0.827 0.805 0.704 0.719

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Table E2: Effect of Indirect Connection on Political Participation

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm No. Report Spending USTR #Trade Agencies

Work USTR 0.0318 -0.00102 -0.235 0.0631 0.0617
(0.0343) (0.0466) (0.191) (0.0499) (0.0675)

Connection 0.0939∗ 0.0787 0.0781 0.124 0.151
(0.0543) (0.0787) (0.237) (0.0791) (0.101)

Work USTR × Connection 0.0296 -0.129 -0.340 -0.0235 -0.0384
(0.0993) (0.107) (0.475) (0.106) (0.171)

Effect of Entry When 0.06 -0.13 -0.57 0.03 0.03
Connection=1 (0.08) (0.09) (0.38) (0.08) (0.14)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3
Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3
Observations 2373 2373 2373 2373 2373
adj. R2 0.325 0.850 0.853 0.665 0.675

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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We code a firm Democratic if its CF Score is less than -0.053 (25th percentile in the CF Score
distribution) and code a firm Republican if its CF Score is more than 0.462 (75th percentile in
the CF Score distribution). Then we create a variable, “aligned,” which captures whether a firm’s
political stance is matched with the incumbent president. For example, if a firm is Republican, this
firm is aligned with the president for years 2000-2008 (under George W. Bush) and 2017 (under
Donald Trump) in our study period.

Table E3: Effect of Alignment with the Administration on Political Participation

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm No. Comm No. Report Spending USTR

Work USTR 0.00330 0.00908 -0.00941 -0.0279 0.0487∗

(0.0250) (0.0423) (0.0489) (0.183) (0.0273)

Connection 0.0408 0.0608 0.0753 0.0578 0.0137
(0.0351) (0.0599) (0.0570) (0.237) (0.0457)

Work USTR × Connection -0.0826∗∗ -0.0840 -0.194∗∗∗ -0.643∗∗ -0.106∗∗

(0.0397) (0.0701) (0.0607) (0.279) (0.0484)

Aligned 0.0541 0.175∗ -0.0808 0.471 -0.00535
(0.0722) (0.104) (0.109) (0.455) (0.0605)

Effect of Entry When -0.079∗∗ -0.074 -0.20∗∗∗ -0.67∗∗ -0.05
Connection=1 (0.03) (0.06) (0.06) (0.27) (0.44)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3
Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3
Observations 6216 6216 6216 6216 6216
adj. R2 0.382 0.394 0.846 0.830 0.712

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table E4: Using Alternative Lobbying Measures as Outcomes

Outcome = Lobbying

(1) (2) (3)
Mention “Trade” #USTR Mention #Trade Agencies

Work USTR 0.00782 0.0500∗ 0.0581∗

(0.0146) (0.0287) (0.0338)
Connection 0.0296 0.0402 0.0530

(0.0202) (0.0440) (0.0546)
Work USTR × Connection -0.0436∗ -0.137∗∗∗ -0.148∗∗∗

(0.0255) (0.0411) (0.0524)

Effect of Entry When -0.03 -0.08∗∗∗ -0.08∗∗

Connection=1 (0.02) (0.03) (0.04)

Year FE 3 3 3
Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3
Mean Outcome Variable 0.47 0.68 0.97
Observations 8022 8022 8022
adj. R2 0.708 0.682 0.719

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parenthe-
ses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Mention “Trade” is a binary measure that captures
whether a firm mentioned “Trade” as a lobbying issue. #USTR Mention measures the number
of times that a firm mentioned the USTR as a contacted agency in its lobbying reports. #Trade
Agencies measures the number of times that a firm mentioned the USTR, Trade Development
Agency, International Trade Commission, or Department of Commerce as contacted agencies
in its lobbying reports.

Table E5: Replication of Bureaucrat× Firm×Year-level Analysis For Bureaucrats with Complete
Information

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm No. Comm No. Report Spending USTR

Work USTR 0.0110 -0.00359 0.00297 0.157 0.0276
(0.0235) (0.0410) (0.0539) (0.218) (0.0307)

Connection 0.0593 0.0485 0.0716 0.268 0.0516
(0.0443) (0.0737) (0.0659) (0.287) (0.0510)

Work USTR × Connection -0.0709∗ -0.0341 -0.236∗∗∗ -1.161∗∗∗ -0.120∗∗

(0.0387) (0.0626) (0.0812) (0.352) (0.0501)

Effect of Entry When -0.059∗ -0.03 -0.23∗∗∗ -1.00∗∗∗ -0.09∗∗

Connection=1 (0.03) (0.05) (0.07) (0.31) (0.04)

Year FE 3 3 3 3 3
Bureaucrat-Firm FE 3 3 3 3 3
Observation 4872 4872 4872 4872 4872
adj. R2 0.392 0.421 0.850 0.837 0.703

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table E6: Does the substitution effect decay as bureaucrats’ tenure in the USTR grows longer?

Outcome = Advisory Committees Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Any Comm Num. Report Spending USTR

Panel A:
Lagged t−1 -0.07∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗ -0.59∗∗∗ -0.06∗∗

(0.03) (0.04) (0.22) (0.03)

Panel B:
Lagged t−2 -0.04 -0.15∗∗∗ -0.50∗∗ -0.03

(0.03) (0.04) (0.21) (0.02)

Panel C:
Lagged t−3 -0.04 -0.12∗∗∗ -0.34 -0.11

(0.03) (0.04) (0.21) (0.02)
Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parenthe-
ses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Bureaucrat-firm and year fixed effects are included.
Each panel reports the effect of entry when connection = 1 (β1 +β3) from separate regressions
with different lagged variables. Number of observations is 8,022.

Table E7: Dividing Bureaucrats Based on Their Work Experience

Outcome = Advisory Committes Lobbying

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Any Comm Num. Comm Num. Report Spending USTR

Panel A: Work Years ≤ 3 Years
Effect of Entry When -0.002 0.001 -0.224∗∗∗ -0.744∗∗ -0.089∗∗

Connection=1 (0.041) (0.061) (0.067) (0.292) (0.04)
Observation 3591 3591 3591 3591 3591
adj. R2 0.418 0.425 0.865 0.851 0.724

Panel B: Work Years > 3 Years
Effect of Entry When -0.114∗∗∗ -0.102 -0.098 -0.406 -0.049
Connection=1 (0.040) (0.074) (0.079) (0.340) (0.049)
Observation 2793 2793 2793 2793 2793
adj. R2 0.431 0.427 0.824 0.792 0.729

Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10,
** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table E8: Using Different Thresholds To Determine Aligned vs. Non-aligned Revolvers with the
USTR

(1) (2)
Aligned Non-Aligned

Participation in Advisory Committees:

Any Comm -0.07∗ -0.04
(0.03) (0.05)

Num. Comm -0.04 -0.05
(0.06) (0.09)

Lobbying Activities:

Num. Report -0.25∗∗∗ -0.11
(0.07) (0.17)

(ln) Spending -1.14∗∗∗ -0.33
(0.34) (0.61)

USTR Lobbbying -0.09∗∗ -0.06
(0.04) (0.11)

Observations 3,072 1,800
Notes: Cell entries are regression coefficients with firm-clustered standard errors in parenthe-
ses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. The mean value (0.94) of the absolute difference of
the CF Score between bureaucrats and the USTR median is used as a threshold.
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